CASE STUDY
Warehouse Management Improvement with CipherLab RS31 Series
Originally designed to satisfy the demanding industries of
the field sales, field service, retail and healthcare,
CipherLab RS31 series, the touch mobile computer, was
chosen for the applications of the warehouse
management in the food industry.
Due to the ins and outs of frequent daily product shipping,
the workers in the warehouse need to deal with frequent
product checks. When products are coming into the warehouse, workers need to register
products and bring them into specific locations of the warehouse for storage. Undoubtedly,
efficiency, productivity and accuracy are required to deal with such big volumes of products.
The RS31 provides different reader options, which includes CCD, laser, 2D and 2D mid-range
readers. With the choice of enterprise, it could help efficiently capture 1D and 2D barcodes and
improve productivity.
Moreover, CipherLab RS31 series’ ergonomic and light weight design makes it a good choice
for all day usage without having fatigue wrists. The replaceable and rechargeable 2960 mAh
battery has large capacity to ensure whole day usage and battery change convenience. The
4.7” display is viewable under sunlight and even within the four walls warehouse environment
which allows fast and easy information checking. Also, due to the application environment of
this case, the ruggedness design with rubber boots option well protects the device and data.
The roll out of RS31 is a success which helps improve workers efficiency, productivity and
accuracy.
For more information about RS31 series, please visit website.
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